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1. Introduction

methods may themselves have bugs.

RB is a set of constructs which can be added to a programming language to specify redundancy in a program: a
complete implementation of the macro processor and its
support library is underway at Columbia University. While
the main focus of our research is fault tolerance, we have
made some observations which we believe are of interest to
the programming language community.

Hence. an alternate point of view is that faults exist,
and that we must provide reliable systems in spite of them.
This approach is called fault-tolerance. The basic idea
behind all of fault tolerance is the use of redundancy. which
is used to detectfaults and maslcfailures.

We decided that
preprocessor for some
(we've chosen C) best
The remainder of this
decisions.

Redundancy is used in the construction of fault·
tolerant software. There can be redundancy in space. where
mUltiple identical copies of a program exist; redundancy in
time, where mUltiple applications of a software system are
attempted; and redundancy in logic. where multiple methods
of achieving a specified result are applied. Avil.ienis and
Kelly [4] suggest the notation T I HIS. for Time J
Hardware I Software, to describe the different types of
redundancy possible in a computation.

implementation of RB as a macro
underlying programming language
suited our needs and design goals.
report details those goals and our

1.1. Goals of RB
The goal we have for RB is to specify redundant portions of programs; the specification and its meaning are discussed in another report [I] where the fault tolerant aspects
of the language constructs are emphasized. We recap three
ponions of that material here in order that the design issues
be properly motivated and that this report be self-contained.
These are: what is fault-tolerance. how does RB attempt to
address it, and what does RB look like.

1.3. Redundancy

In each of these dimensions. RB allows a programmer
to specify the desired level of redundancy, and in the case of
logic, the means for achieving it The use of redundancy
relies on the statistical independence [5] of the failures of
the component subsystems.

104. Software Fault Tolerance
1.2. Fault Tolerance
There are two approaches to constructing highJy reliable systems. fault intolerance. and fault tolerance. The
basic notion of fault intolerance is that the systems should
be as fault-free as the construction process allows. by using
careful design and quality components. In software.
failures. and faults causing errors. can be reduced or
removed by verification. precise specifications combined
with testing. and design methodologies such as structured
programming techniques. Experience [2] has shown that
these techniques are insufficient, i.e.. "bugs" remain.
Gerhart and Yelowitz [3] point out that applications of the

Hardware faults can be the result of physical degrada·
tion [6] or they can result from poor design. Software can
only have faults due to mistakes in design and implemenLltion; the logic encoded by a program does not degrade with
time. Thus, assuming a fixed underlying system (that i~. J
fixed set of hardware and a set of conditions that retry Will
not change), the only variation we can effect is in the prtr
gram logic. Logic redundancy, that is, a multiplicity of
methods for computing results. has been applied as a teChnique
to
achieve
reliable l
software.
Stat~uc31
1.) Software reliability has an extensive literature; Mus&, IUDIDD.
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inde~ndence of method failures is often assumed 2 in order
to denve reliability estimates.
Several techniques used to provide fault-tolerance in
s?ftware systems h~ve been developed. The major techntques are N-verslOn Programming [14-16] and the
Recovery B~ock [17-21] scheme. The Consensus Recovery
Block [22] IS a synthesis of these two methods. We have
chosen the Rec~very. Block as the basis for RB's logic
:ed~nd~cy specIficatlon; See Smith and Maguire [1] for
JustIficatIon. The Recovery Block is a language construct
analogous ~o a block in block structured programming
languages, m that a block has both private variables and
access to global variables (those declared external to the
block). The recovery block either reliably updates the
e~t~rnal variables, or fails. The scheme is conceptually
sIrrular to the "standby spare" technique used in hardware.
". alternate methods of passing an acceptance test are proVided The fIrst such method is referred to as the primary;
they are rank-ordered based on some metric such as
observed performance. Each method is tested, and the first
which passes the acceptance test provides the result of the
recovery block. Each alternate is guaranteed to begin execution with the system's state as it was when the recovery
block was entered. This prevents previously executed alternates from damaging state assumed by the currently executing alternate. Assuming that the acceptance test performs
perfectly), the Recovery Block method fails on inputs where
all methods fail the acceptance test.
1.5. RB Syntax

An example of a Recovery Block designed to perform
a numerical calculation is given in Figure I, using RB notation 4 :
and Okumoto [7] provide a detailed reference on software rel iability;
the survey paper by Ramamoorthy and Bastani [8] discusses a wide
variety of models and issues.
2.) Knight and Leveson's [9-11] experimenul work suggelU the independence assumption of multiple software vel1lions is DO( upheld in
practice. Eckhardt and Lee [12] provide a theoretical analysis of
coincident errol1l and their effeC18 on some software fault tolerance
schemes. Recent wort by Littlewood and Miller [13] has shown that
while mUltiple versions using I single methodology have liule hope
of independence with respect to their failure&, multiple methodologies offer some promise.
3.) Sect!, Gault. and McAllister [23] and Scou, et a1. [241 have
shown that reliability of software can be improved even with acceptance test failure rates of up to 25 per cenL Ola, ~I ai. [25) have
shown that Self-Otecb (a generaliz.ation of the Acceplance Tests
used by Recovery Blocks) can be effective in finding faUlts. However, there is difficulty both in the writing of the Self-Otecks and their
placement within the program structure. TIley also note a grut variation in the ability to write effective self-checks, and the efficacy of
combining code-based checks with specification-based checks compared to specification-based alone.
4.) The notation almost exactly follows Randell'!. [171

Idefine TOLERANCE (l.Oe-S)
Idefine EQUAL ( a, b) \
««_a)-(_b»/(_b»
< TOLERANCE)
double ft_sqrt( x )
double x;
(

dOUble y, newton(), bisection();
ENSURE EQUAL( y*y, x
BY
y = newton( x );
ELSE BY
Y = bisection( x );
ELSE_ERROR
fail () ;
END
return( y );

Figure 1: Recovery Block using RB
The goal of the routine is to provide an output which is the
square root of the numerical argument The ENSURE keyword indicates that what follows is to be used as the acceptance test for this recovery block; the acceptance test is an
arbitrary sequence of language statements which results in a
Boolean value. In this example, we have defined a macro
EQUAL which defines equality in terms of a relative error
measure to make the example more realistic.
The BY keyword ends the specification of the acceptance test and denotes the beginning of the primary alternate, which can consist of arbitrary program text which is
intended to perform the computation which the acceptance
test is verifying, in this case the square root of x.
ELSE _BY is used to specify further alternates; the
ELSE_ ERROR keyword specifies arbitrary code to be executed upon failure of the set of alternates to produce an
acceptable answer. The END keyword terminates the
recovery block syntactiCally.
RB performs a source-to-source translation; source
text between keywords is copied verbatim. Hence, any syntactically correct construction in the base language. e.g~
compound statements, may be used in the alternates.
RB provides several features to specify redundancy
other than the redundant logic expressed by the recovery
block method. In order to expose these features. we'll
expand on the previous example with the routine in Figure
2:
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#define TOLERANCE (l.Oe-S)
#define EQUAL(_a,_b}\
((((_a}-(_b})/(_b)} < TOLERANCE
double ft_sqrt( x }
double x;
(

double y, newton(), bisection();
ENSURE EQUAL ( y*y, x
BY 2 REPETITIONS OF
Y = newton( x );
ELSE_BY 2 REPLICATES OF
Y = bisection( x };
ELSE ERROR
fail () ;
END

return( y };
Figure 2: RB: Repetition and Replication
1.5.1. Repetition
Intermittent failures can be dealt with by retry. thus
we would like to specify that multiple REPETITIONS OF
a computation are to take place. In our current design. we
make multiple attempts to pass the same acceptance test,
exposing a user to a danger of poor quality acceptance tests.
1.5.2. Replication
Another possibility for robust execution of computations is to have multiple identical copies of a piece of
software executing. as is specified with the REPLICATES
OF keyword used in Figure 2. If multiple hardware nodes
are available and utilized to execute the replicates. replication reduces the likelihood of a hardware failure destroying
the results of a correct software alternate. In addition, it
may take advantage of differences in processor loads for
better real time performance if we synchronize by accepting
the results of the first successful execution. We have not
included syntax to specify a synchronization mechanism,
but further research may require this. In any case. it is easy
to add, e.g .• a WITH SYNCHRONIZATION keyword to
specify either arbitrary code or a limited set of synchronization primitives. Note also that if we specify an ENSURE
TRUE acceptance test and REPLICATES OF a single
alternate. we have pure replicates of a computation.

bisection (). While we don't currently make provision
for arbitrary nesting in RB. we do allow a fashion of nesting
for combinations of specification of replication and specification of iteration. For example, we could specify 2
REPLICATES OF 2 REPETITIONS OF newton () ; in
this case we would create two copies of the computation.
each of which would make up to twO attempts to pass the
acceptance test. 2 REPETITIONS OF 2 REPLI CA TES
OF would perfonn analogously.
2. Design or RB
RB has been designed as a C pre-processor; this
approach is much like that of a sophisticated macro (26]
processor. This approach has been used for example, in
Stroustrup's [27] C++ programming language; its implementation consists of a C preprocessor coupled with a
powerful support library.
RB's syntax is specified using common UNIX [28]
tools. in particular lex [29] and yacc. [30] for specifying lexi·
cal analyzers and grammars. RB processes an input file
which consists of intennixed C code and RB keywords. If
the input is syntactically acceptable to RB, the preprocessor
generates an output file which mixes the C code from the
input with calls to a support library. It is this support library
which defmes the mapping between the language syntax and
semantics, so that the programmer can precisely specify
what is to occur.
For example. the degree of replication may be speci·
fied; if this is to be supported as a distribution across multiple hardware nodes. the support library must provide a facility which allows relevant state to be transferred [31 J to a
specified remote machine. Consequently, we require a
mechanism which allows synchronization of the replicates.
As the implementation of RB's support library is nO(
complete, we cannot yet offer observations about the efficacy of the design; use typically points out failures in the
design process most effectively. However. we feel that
several choices in our design are well-supported, in particular that of RB as a language preprocessor. This is argued in
the next section.
3. Design Choices
As was mentioned in the introduction. our research is
in fault-tolerance, not programming languages. Consequently. we have a set of goals for RB which may be different than other programming language systems:
1.)

We want to focus on fault-tolerance.

1.5.3. Combinations

2.)

We need to be able to measure reliability.

Combinations of redundancy specifications lead to
interesting behaviors that may be exploited by the programmer. For example, Figure 2 specifies 2 REPETITIONS
OF
newton ()
and
2
REPLICATES
OF

3.)

The design should be language independent

4.)

We need control over 110.

The applicability of RB to these goals is argued in the
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following sections.

3.1. Focus
fault -tolerance is imponant to us; we
h 'W0 neither che time, inrerest, nor inclination (0 construCt a
comp/e le programming language system. However, as our
rese:rrch involved the development of fault-to lerant
software, we needed a vehicle [Q carry out some eltperimems in applications of redundancy. We identified a small
number of constructs which expressed the types of redundancy we believe possible in software systems. Reasoning
about the support necessary for the constructs convinced us
thaI we could implement the constructs with a few primitives, for, e.g., address space copying, remOle execution.
and process synchronization.

often ~a~ed by unfamiliarity with language features and
sublleu.es mrroduced by the complexity of a new syntax and
semanucs.

The focus on

As the other det.ails did not concern us and the construCts and primitives were so few, building on lap of an
ex isting language offered programmers all the fearures they
expect from a language in addition !O the redundancy
specification offered by RB, as well as limiting our effons.

This approach has proved fruitfu l, as the parser and

"e" code generator were operational in about two weeks of
progranuning; our current effort is focused on the imple·
mentation of the support library.

3.3. Language independence
The design of RB as a language preprocessor
embodying a few simple concepts about redundancy enables
it 10 be adapted readily to almost any block-structu red programming language, since the RB processor is concerned
solely with its own syntax and performs simple teltt·to-Iext
transformations. The hard work is done by the suppon
libraries and the underlying programming language system.
We are quite sure that a variant form of RB, or at least
access w its suppon library, can be implemented in orner
language environments, e.g., Common Lisp. (35]
One limitation on ponabilily may be the semantics
implied by the support library; when it is complete it must
be eltamined to see which design choices affect ponability.
One choice we have made is that we wish to comrol cena!n
aspects of the 110 behavior of program modules, panicularly
the writing of data. This may significantly reduce our
choice of implementation environments and is discussed in
the next section.
3.4. Control or 110

3.2. Reliab ility
In order to make any claims about increases in reliabilily offered by RB , we need to be able to measure component reliab ilities. For hardware, and hence replicatio n,
these reliability figures and their measurement are well
understood; measuring the effectiveness of the retry effected
by repetition is not particularly difficult either. The difficulty is the measurement of reliability [32J of software. The
lopic has a large literature, as mentioned in the introduction.
but in many cases, e.g., the time-domain models [33, 34) the
data is difficult to gather because programmers must
cooperate, recording failure times, etc. In addition, the validity of many models is only established for large programs.
e.g., those of greater than 5(X)() [8] soun:e lines. Datadomain modeling [22] is one technique to simplify reliabi lity data gathering.
In order to show reliability gains, we must first measure reliability and then compare the reliability figures from
the "fauIHoieran( implementation combining a set of versions to the !>est performing single version in that set. In
orde.r Utat the reliability figures for the single and composite
v.erslOns ~ comparable, we wou ld like to penurb the
smgle-versJOns as little as po£sible. This is aided by our
~rse set of constructs; they cause only minimal penurbation
I~ software complexity metrics applied to the single verSIOns an~. the composites. In addition, as there is nO need
for rewnung of soft
RB
.
introdUCing
wan: to use
, there is tittle chance of
new errors IOID eAisring code. Such errQlj are

One of the design choices of the C programming
language {36J is the deliberate omission of I/O primitives as
pan of the language definition. 110 is typically accomplished by procedure-like requests made of the underlying
operating system called system calls; typically a "standard
VO" library is implemented using these system cal ls. References !O these caUs are resolved when the program image is
created. by reference to object libraries accessible to the
linkage editor. This panicular design is amenable to eus·
tomization, in the following sense; references 10 system roulines suc h as wr i te (I can be replaced by routines which
buffer VO until a synchronization primitive is successfully
executed; thi s can be accomplished Iransparenlfy, that is
with no change in the source code. This characteristic of C
allows us to control a certai n class of programs whose out·
put can be delayed; highly interactive programs would not
be in this class.
3.5. Conclusions on Design
The design of RB as a C pre-processor coupled with a
support library allows us to achieve our research goals. The
simple set of constructs allow for significant expressive
power in the specificalion of rcdundont portiOM of ~of!Wart.
The RB language features are ponabJe between base
l:mguages, .as a run-time support library allows me seman.
tICS to be Implemented for many run-time enviranmenu.

;t

~~;~;m:~~" 4
e
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-5reliabilities can be readily compared with the reliability of
the composite systems specified with RB, therefore allowing confinnation of our method.

4. Related Work
The ISIS system [37] provides distributed k-resilient
objects. An example specification for a 3-resilient ticket
vendor is given, which implies 4 replicates of the ticket vendor object must be created. While repetition and application
of software fault tolerance schemes can be implemented. no
explicit notation other than for replication is presented.
Cooper [38] discusses the use of generators to make
replication explicit A generator is a function which rather
than returning a single value, returns a sequence of values.
The degree of replication of a given module can be determined using generators, but the specification of that redundancy
is
implicit,
by
repeated
use
of
the
add_troupe _membe r primitive. Such specification is
also done in Liskov's ARGUS [39] system. where replicated
components of a guardian are created with iterators.
Although repetition and software fault tolerance can be
implemented on Cooper's CIRCUS [40] system, there is not
a compact notation for expressing these. While ISIS provides checkpoints as a necessary feature, it is not clear that
the design of CIRCUS is amenable to the sort of statesaving behavior necessary for backward error recovery. [19]
Welch [41] and Kim [42] have discussed distributed
execution of recovery blocks as a unifonn approach to fault
tolerance across hardware and software. While this work
shows that distribution is viable. its utility to a programmer
is limited:
_

The recovery blocks were handcrafted to the
application. rather than being provided as a general feature to the programmer.

_

There were twO alternates. a primary and a secondary, for each recovery block.

_

Replication was not available.

_

The implementation was on a share~-mem~ry
multiprocessor, and thus communicauons lint
failures were not addressed.

RB's implementation is similar in spirit to that of He~
lihy and Wing's Avalon (43) language. Like ~B, Avalon IS
used to specify reliable distributed programs; It also uses the
approach of a small number of consuucts a~ed to a base
language such as C, coupled with a sup~,: library. Avalon
is similar to Liskov's ARGUS system tn Its use ?f trans~
tions and other features to provide robust execuuon. R~ IS
orthogonal to Avalon in that it accomplishes its goals. m a
different manner; if we view an RB "block" ~ eff~cun.g a
transaction on the external variables, the speclficauon IS a
description of how to accomplish the transaction relia.bly.
It is clear that Avalon's mechanisms could be combmed

with RB's, and vice· versa.
Strom and Yernini's NIL [44] programming language
is designed to address the problem of reliable software for
distributed systems via a combination of a higher-level programming language and a programming environment providing mechanisms [45, 46] for reliable execution. The
mechanisms are transparent to the programmer, unlike
RB's. Process checkpoints, messages, and inter-process
message dependencies fonn a redundant description of the
system's state. Replaying messages to a process restored
from a checkpoint results in a consistent state. Johnson and
Zwaenepoel's Sender-Based Message Logging [47] provides similar mechanisms.
RB attempts to be much more explicit about the
specification of redundancy and so offers a different point in
the design space. Most importantly from an implementer's
point of view, RB can use modules generated in a base programming language for which complexity measures and
reliability estimates have been developed. Thus, we can
isolate the effect of RB in measurements of reliability.

5. Conclusions
RB provides a shorthand notation to the programmer
seeking fault-tolerance through the use of redundancy. It
allows the specification of three types of redundancy: time.
space, and logic.
The design of RB as a language preprocessor allows
us to make rapid adaptations for new experiments and
environments. We have argued also that it does not interfere with the reliability measurement necessary for our
research. We feel that this preservation of the base
language characteristics is an important feature of RB. ~ it
allows us to separate the effects of a better programnung
language from the effects of the reliability enhancements
RB provides.
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